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n French service, the Jaguar
bared its claws on a number of
occasions, and it was the French
who first blooded’ the ‘cat’.
Soon after Chad, a poor, landlocked
country in north central Africa, gained
its independence from France in
1960, fighting broke out. Four veteran
Douglas Skyraider’s were despatched
to Djibouti and provided air support,
a detachment that was enlarged in
March 1969. This period, the first of
France’s ‘Chad interventions’, ended in
September 1972. However, in 1973, Libya
annexed a sixty-two mile (100km) wide
strip in northern Chad, which could
provide bases for Libyan forces and
Chadian rebels. Tensions arising from
this action remained high and French
aircraft remained on detachment at
Djibouti until 1975. Three years later,
in April 1978, the French were back
again. Under Operation ‘Tacaud’,
eight of the EC 3/11 Jaguars were then
deployed for Operation ‘Lamentin’ at
Dakar in Senegal and were detached
to N’Djamena to back up the ailing
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four Mirage FICs and a single C-135F
were also operational from N’Djamena,
followed later by a Breguet Atlantic.
The Jaguars went into action on 2
September 1983, ‘buzzing’ rebel forces
that were attacking Oum Chalouba,
their remit being only to deter the
attackers. On 25 January 1984, however,
before the ‘Mamba’ forces could
intervene, the insurgents overran
the Chadian army garrison at Ziguey,
and the French reaction was swift.
That morning two Jaguars, escorted
by two Mirage F.1s and refuelled by a
C-135F, were despatched to find the
aggressors, and successfully located
a twenty-vehicle rebel convoy near
Torodoum. The aircraft kept the convoy

mission of what they termed Operation
‘Épervier’ (Sparrowhawk) at 8:00am on
16 February 1985, when eight Jaguars of
EC 3/11 ‘Corse’ flew from their Djibouti
base, covered by Mirage F.1Cs and
refuelled by a C-135F, in a five-hour
round trip to attack the rebel airfield.
Six of the Jaguars, each carrying two
1,200 litre fuel tanks, a Phimat chaff
dispenser, a Barracuda ECM pod and
Lacroix tail cone flare launcher, dropped
eighteen Thomson-Brandt BAP 100
runway cratering munitions with great
accuracy, the other two Jaguars being
armed with 400kg retarded bombs
instead of BAPs. In response, a Libyan
Tu-22 ‘Blinder’ bombed N’Djamena
air- port, causing a brief halt in in its

the French Jaguars and Mirages,
and despite other incursions, which
resulted in a HAWK battery downing
a Libyan Tu-22, the war virtually
ended with the army overrunning
rebel positions and capturing no fewer
than twenty-three Libyan aircraft.
Although tension now eased, Jaguars
and C.160s remained at Djibouti on
semi-permanent detachment in case of
further incursions. Other operations
saw Jaguars support former French
colonies in Mauritania, Togo and
the Ivory Coast. EC 3/11 flew three
Jaguars on a ‘proving trip’ to Djibouti
in 1975, followed by a further sortie to
Senegal and the Ivory Coast in 1976.
Jaguars also participated in exercises
in Gabon with Operation
‘Estuaire’ in the Ivory
Coast with Operation
‘Bandama’ in Togo with
Operation ‘Mangrove’,
and in Senegal,
Operation ‘Murene’.
EC 3/11 was deployed
to Dakar, Senegal, in October 1977
when aircraft operated against rebel
forces in Mauritania in Operation
‘Lamentin’, acting against Algerianbacked Polisario guerrillas. Two
Jaguars were shot down in December
1977, and another on 3 May 1978,
during a fourth French air strike
against guerrilla positions. On 24 June
1994, as part of the United Nations
humanitarian effort in the beleaguered
African country of Rwanda, ten
Jaguar As deployed to the Ivory
Coast under Operation ‘Turquoise’.

ANOTHER JAGUAR CRASHED SOON AFTER
TAKE-OFF FROM BANJUI AIRPORT, ON
27 MARCH, ITS PILOT EJECTING AFTER
REPORTING A TECHNICAL FAILURE

OPERATION ‘ÉPERVIER’

Within weeks of the departure of
the last of the French forces from
N’Djamena in November 1984, the
Libyans began, with East German
assistance, to construct a military
airfield at Quadi Doum in northern
Chad. It was completed in 1985 and
provided with Soviet-built radar
systems including ‘Flat Face’, ‘Spoon
Rest’, ‘Long Track’ and ‘Straight Flush’,
together with SA-6 ‘Gainful’ SAMs, and
23mm and 14.7mm AAA batteries. Once
again at the request of the president
of Chad, elements of the French army,
navy and air force stationed in Djibouti
were put on full alert to support their
African ally. By the middle of February,
twelve Jaguar As from EC 2/11, FC 3/11
and EC 4/11, four Mirage F.1Cs, three
C-135F tankers and six C.160 Transall’s
were ready to be called upon if needed.
Indeed, the French launched the first
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operations. On 7 January, in response
to an air raid by Libyan MiC-21s and
MiG-23s, another major air strike was
mounted. This time Libyan-operated
radar installations at the Ouadi Doum
airfield were hit by ten Jaguars of EC
4/11 (although some sources say EC 3/3),
armed with Martel anti-radar missiles,
in company with Mirage 51s and
reconnaissance Mirage F.1CRs. Another
Jaguar crashed soon after take-off from
Banjui airport, on 27 March, its pilot
ejecting after reporting a technical
failure. Tragically, the crippled fighter
hit an Islamic school on the outskirts
of the city, killing twenty-one people.
During 1987 the Chadian army pushed
back the rebels, supported again by

OPERATION ‘DAGUET’

The largest Jaguar operator in
Operation Desert Storm was the
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Chadian government. A further twelve
Jaguars from EC 2/11 ‘Vosges’ arrived
in Djibouti in late April 1978. French
forces subsequently lost a Jaguar to an
SA-7 ‘Grail’ SAM on 31 May, a second
during a reconnaissance flight on 8
August, a third in a collision on 23
August and a fourth on 14 October.
Further incursions in Chad led to
Operation ‘Mamba’ on 12 August
1983, when, as part of a larger triservice force, with four Jaguars from
EC 4/11 ‘Jura’ stationed at Libreville
in Gabon, with four other Jaguars,
three C-135F tankers and two Breguet
Atlantic aircraft being based at Bangui
Airport, Djibouti. By 21 August, six
other Jaguars, from EC 3/11 ‘Corse’,

under surveillance, and while the jets
awaited orders, the rebels Fired SA-7s
at them with no effect. An hour later,
authorisation was finally given to a
similar formation of two Jaguars and
two Mirages to stop the convoy. During
the action one of the Jaguars was
struck in its main hydraulic system by
23mm gunfire (although other reports
indicate that it may have been hit by
an SA-7). Despite ejecting, its pilot was
killed as his aircraft, which was in a
tight banking turn just prior to being
hit, was too close to the ground for a
safe ejection. The remaining Jaguar
and the two Mirages strafed the convoy,
stopping it, despite one of the F.1s also
being damaged by gunfire. Following
this incident further
troops, helicopters,
Mirages and Jaguars
were sent to Chad
to counter any other
aggression, going onto
full alert for possible
operations against
Libya. Nevertheless, a further Jaguar
was lost on 16 April during a probing
flight sixty-two miles from the ‘Red
Line’, after hitting a sand dune near
Faya Largeau. The French withdrew
their forces in the September.
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newsstand
With a Vengeance
British
Heavyweight
It has been confirmed that the Ex Wingnut
Wings Avro Lancaster will be released
in limited numbers before Christmas by
Border Models. This is probably the most
complex and complete aircraft kit ever
produced in 1:32 scale. And also the most
expensive, though pricing is not confirmed I
would not expect much change from £600.
From the high-quality Mark
Postlethwaite painting on the box art to
the perfect portrayal of the metal stressed
skin on the plastic parts and the included
Brass gun barrels that have replaced the
original plastic barrels seen on the test
shots. This really looks like a no expense
spared model. Optional parts will include
optional bomb aimers position bubble
glazing as well as alternative tail turrets
meaning it will be simple to produce any
standard production Lancaster Mk.I or III.
One of the big challenges has been
to produce the instruction sheet for this
complex kit as this had not been supplied
to Border by the original designers.
Border Models have admitted that they
will only be producing a limited run initially
and it may be some time before a second
run is produced. So, despite its price, this
new kit is expected to sell out quickly.

The Vultee Vengeance would
probably have sunk into
total obscurity if it had not
been for the types use by the
British and Australians in the
Far East. Already considered
obsolete as a dive bomber
in Europe they were shipped

to Burma where
they were used as a
precision dive bomber
between 1942 and
1944. Though not
used operationally
by the Americans
they were used as
target tugs and trainers,
and I am sure these will
follow in future boxings.
Dora Wings will be
releasing an all-new tooling
of the Vultee Vengeance in
1:48 scale, the first boxing
will supply markings for two
RAAF dive bombers one with
an overall white tail with nose
art and a mission scoreboard
while the second option
is for the only complete
Vengeance as displayed
in Camden, Australia.

Deadly Swallow
The DH-109 swallow was a
British tailless jet powered
swept wing research
aircraft, three examples
were produced between
1946 and 1947 and for a
short period, the type held
the World airspeed record.
Well known test pilot Eric
(Winkle) Brown described
they type as “a killer”.
And sadly, he was proved
correct as though the

Swallows completed
over 480 flights, but
at a great cost as all
three aircraft were
lost in accidents along
with their pilots.
Now Mikro Mir
from the Ukraine
love obscure aircraft
types and will release a
kit of the beautiful but
deadly Swallow around
the time you read this. And

8
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>> New Manufacturer Alert
A 1 Man Army
The last year seems to have
brought several innovative new
manufacturers to the marketplace
and the latest from Belgium is 1
Man Army. This new company
are producing a range of masks,
OK I can hear you cry what is
so innovative about that?
Well these masks are not for
canopies like Eduard’s and do
not to supply individual aircraft
codes of national insignias (though
these are included) like Montex.
Instead, 1 Man Army are
concentrating on accurately
reproducing the numerous stencils
to be found on aircraft which
are sometimes supplied by kit
manufacturers but rarely in as
much detail as we have here.
All the sets released to date
are in 1:32 scale and cover
aircraft from World War 2.
The masking material used
is different from any that I have
used before as when you are
removing them from the backing
paper there is no stretching, and
the mask comes away cleanly
from the backing paper leaving
behind the smallest letter on
the backing sheet. Positioning
the mask is key and 1 Man

Army give guidance as do many
manufacturers instruction sheet.
I would suggest the best way to
mask is to take your time and
work in small sections. I Man Army
have many useful tips on their
website at wwww.1manarmy.be.
I would suggest visiting the site
and reading the comprehensive
instructions will help you to
fully understand the process.
Which at first looks daunting
but is in fact quite simple.
As I Man Army advise on
their instructions it is best to
apply the paint in several light
coats to avoid flooding the mask
and causing potential seepage.
I would also add to this that it is
also advisable to use lacquerbased paints or acrylics rather
than the slower drying enamels.
Though the main aim of
these sheets is to produce
stencils each sheet also
includes one full set of national
insignias as well as individual
markings for two aircraft.
Unfortunately, no details
of these marking options are
supplied but as they are normally
quite famous options a little
research using your favourite
search engine will provide all
the information you need.
This is still a bit of a surprising
omission considering how
comprehensive the instructions
are in every other area.
So far, I Man Army has

will sit nicely alongside a
Special Hobby Vampire
as the two types share
the same fuselage parts
though look very different
from each other.

Cheetah breaks cover
The Dassault Mirage III and 5
were a very successful family
of fighters designed in the
1950s. But by the 1970s and
80s the type was starting to
show its age. So a number of
countries started indigenous

newsstand

programs to upgrade their
existing airframes. The most
famous and radical was the
Israeli IAI Kfir which added
a more powerful American
engine and numerous
upgrades. So, when South
Africa’s Atlas industries
wanted to carry out a
similar upgrade they
had a lot of assistance
from IAI to produce
the Atlas Cheetah.
I have always liked
the Cheetah especially
in the graceful two

seat D version but always
thought the chance of
having a mainstream
plastic kit in 1:48 scale was
close to non-existent.
But now Kinetic Models
have proved me wrong by
announcing they will be
producing the Cheetah D
using the existing Mirage
III/5/Kfir range as a starting
point. Only one CAD image
has been seen of this project
so far so I would expect to
see the plastic in late 2022.

Bucking Bronco
ICM are about to release a 1:48
scale kit of the Vietnam era
OV-10A and have now confirmed
they will also be producing
a late model D+. Seventeen
aircraft were modified from
OV-10As and included upgraded
engines, large propellers, chaff
dispensers installed in the tail
booms, a suppression exhaust
system as well as an extended
nose containing an infra-red
camera turret. After the type
was retired from frontline
service many were transferred

to other Government
agencies.
The new ICM kit
has all these changes
reproduced in
miniature including
the large number
of changes made in the cockpit
which will be clearly visible on
the completed model thanks
to the large clear canopies.
This new version of the Bronco
should be with us in December
and we will have preview of
the A model in the next issue.

A Flock of
Blackbirds
For Christmas

released the following sheets.

USA
 F4F-4 Wildcat, F6F-3 Hellcat P-38
Lightning, SBD Dauntless, TBM-3 Avenger.
British
 Gladiator, Hurricane Mk.II,
Spitfire Mk.I/II, Tempest Mk.V.
German
 Bf-109G, Bf-109E-4, Fw-190A-6,
Fw-190D-9, He-219, Hs-129B2/RIII
 Me262-A1/2, Me-163B.
This is an outstanding product
that looks realistic as they
can easily be weathered or
degraded in areas of heavy
wear far more easily than
can with any type of decal.
By next month’s issue, I hope
to have had a more in depth
play with this product and I
will report back my findings.
My sincere thanks to Sven
of 1 Man Army for supplying
the review samples which can
be purchased from Hannants,
The Aviation Megastore and
BNA Model World or direct from
the manufacturer’s web site.

Final test shots of the new 1/48 scale
Revell SR-71 Blackbird have now been
seen and it certainly looks a winner.
Out of the box, you will be able to
produce a late model SR-71 with
slight notch in the nose chine. But the
signs are there by the ways the parts
are split that both early and the twoseat SR-71B will follow in due course.
The completed SR-71 will be a big
model with a length of 68.5cm
(26.9 inches) and a width of 35.5cm
(13.9 inches). And a nice touch by
Revell is that the display stand
to show the aircraft in flight,
also has two mounting points
to display the detailed Pratt &
Whitney J58 engines on its base.
Sadly, we have no details of the
colour schemes that will come in
the box, I wonder if anyone else
is hoping for a NASA example as
the last user of the Blackbird?
The only disappointing thing is
that the kit has been delayed from
its original October release date,
though Revell is still hoping to have
it in the shops for Christmas.

Eggscitin
Tiger Models have announced they
are reissuing their Corsair eggplane.
This time with markings for an
aircraft from the USS Essex in 1945.

www.phoenixscalepublications.co.uk
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Lockheed Ventura Mk.II

VENTURA ADVENTURE

Jeroen Burger builds the 1:48
Revell Lockheed Ventura Mk.II

VENTURA
ADVENTURE
T

A LITTLE HISTORY

LOCKHEED
VENTURA
MK.II

MANUFACTURER:

Revell

SCALE: 1:48
KIT TYPE: Plastic
injection moulded
KIT NUMBER:

04946

44

he Ventura first entered combat in
Europe as a bomber with the RAF
in late 1942. Designated PV-1 by
the United States Navy (US Navy),
it entered combat in 1943 in the Pacific. The
bomber was also used by the United States
Army Air Forces (USAAF), which designated
it the Lockheed B-34 (Lexington) and B-37 as
a trainer. British Commonwealth forces also
used it in several guises, including antishipping and anti-submarine search and
attack. The Ventura was developed from
the Lockheed Model 18 Lodestar transport, as a
replacement for the Lockheed Hudson bombers
then in service with the Royal Air Force.
Used in daylight attacks against occupied
Europe, they proved to have weaknesses
and were removed from bomber duty and
some used for patrols by Coastal Command.

Phoenix Aviation Modelling

After USAAF monopolisation of land-based
bombers was removed, the US Navy ordered
a revised design which entered service as
the PV-2 Harpoon for anti-submarine work.
At the start of the War, Lockheed proposed
military conversions of the Lodestar for
the RAF as replacement for the Hudson
reconnaissance aircraft and the Bristol
Blenheim bomber. The first British order was
placed in February 1940 for 25 Model 32 as
bombers. This was followed by an order for 300
Model 37 with Double Wasp engines, then for a
further 375 later in 1940. Lockheed needed more
production capacity and nearby Vega Aircraft
Corporation was contracted for building the
Ventura. The Ventura was very similar to
its predecessor, the Lockheed Hudson. The
primary difference was not in layout; rather,
the Ventura was larger, heavier, and used
more powerful engines than the Hudson. The
RAF ordered 188 Venturas in February 1940,

which were delivered from mid1942. Venturas were initially used for
daylight raids on occupied Europe
but, like some other RAF bombers,
they proved too vulnerable without
fighter escort, which was difficult
to provide for long-range missions.
Venturas were replaced by the faster de
Havilland Mosquito. The Venturas
were transferred to patrol duties

with Coastal Command as the Mosquito
replaced them in bomber squadrons;
thirty went to the Royal Canadian Air
Force (RCAF) and some to the South
African Air Force (SAAF). The RAF
placed an order for 487 Ventura Mark
IIs but many of these were diverted to
the USAAF, which placed its own order
for 200 Ventura Mark IIA as the B-34
Lexington, later renamed RB-34.
In August 1941, large orders for
Venturas were placed with LendLease Act money. Among the orders
were for 550-armed reconnaissance
versions of the Ventura. This aircraft
was originally planned to be built
under the designation O-56. The main
differences between the Ventura and
the O-56 were in the engines: rather
than the 2,000hp Pratt & Whitney
R-2800 radials of the Ventura, the
O-56 used 1,700hp Wright R-2600-13
radials. Before completion of the first
O-56, the U.S. Army Air Forces dropped
the ‘O-’ category used to designate
‘observation’ (reconnaissance)
aircraft. The O-56 was redesignated

the RB-34B (the R denoted ‘restricted’
meaning it was not to be used for
combat). Before the first of these flew,
the design was redesignated again
as the B-37 with a higher-powered
version of the R-2600, later it also
was designated the RB-37. While 550
were ordered by the Army Air Forces,
acquisition by the USAAF stopped
after only eighteen Venturas were
accepted, when the Army Air Forces
agreed to turn over exclusive use of
the Ventura to the United States Navy.
The PV-1 Ventura, built by the Vega
Aircraft Company division of Lockheed
(hence the ‘V’ Navy manufacturer’s
letter that later replaced the ‘O’
for Lockheed), was a version of the
Ventura built for the US Navy. The
main differences between the PV-1
and the B-34 were the inclusion
of special equipment in the PV-1,
adapting it to its patrol bombing role.
The maximum fuel capacity of the
PV-1 was increased from 1,345 gallon
to 1,607 gallons to increase its range.
The forward defensive armament

www.phoenixscalepublications.co.uk
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F-16C U.S. Air Force

TOOLED UP VIPER

TOOLED UP

VIPER
Working on the cockpit

Alex Roughsedge
add lots of details
to the 1:48
Tamiya F-16C/N

T
F-16C/N
AGGRESSOR/
ADVERSARY

MANUFACTURER:

Tamiya

SCALE: 1:48
KIT TYPE: Injection

moulded plastic

KIT NUMBER: 61106
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amiya’s name has become
synonymous with quality, and their
1:48 F-16C/N ‘Aggressor/Adversary’
boxing is somewhat of a ‘Swiss
Army Knife’ and was the kit I used for this
build. Included in the box are all the parts
needed to build (as far as I’m aware) any
Block Variant F-16C, however, underwing
stores are perhaps a little sparse compared to
other boxings. You are limited to two 600gal
external fuel tanks, one 300gal centreline tank,
two AIM-9M and two AIM-9X Sidewinders,
two AIM-120C AMRAAMS, an AN/ALQ-188
Jammer Pod, an AN/ALQ-184 ECM Pod, and
an ACMI Pod, so for more varied loadouts are
possible. You also get limited/specific stencil
data, which is only usable for the Aggressor/
Adversary schemes included, and decals for the
weapons are limited to the AN/ALQ-88, ACMI
Pod, and inert markings for the AIM-9M.
No holds were barred when it came to
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THIS WAS A THOROUGHLY
ENJOYABLE BUILD FROM START
TO FINISH, AND THE TAMIYA KIT
CERTAINLY EARNS ITS REPUTATION
aftermarket parts for this build, and I used the
Eduard BigEd Set for the cockpit and ejector
seat parts, together with a fret for more general
detailing, an undercarriage set with printed
brake/hydraulic lines and a set of replacement
gear doors, plus a ladder and a mask set. I also
used a Brassin Set, which includes replacement
resin wheels and chocks, an open airbrake set,
radar and nose cone, resin exhaust, ACES II
ejector seat plus belts, as well as a mask set for
the wheels and some etched ‘Remove Before
Flight’ tags. I like my F-16s armed to teeth, so
I decided early on that I wasn’t too bothered
about building an Aggressor/Adversary scheme,
so I had a scout around for some decals, as well
as some extra ordnance to hang underneath.
Killing two stones with one bird, I decided
on the Olimp Resin ‘American Vipers’ Set
#ORA4842. This includes decals for two OEF
Vipers – a Block 40 and a Block 50, as well as a
resin AN/ASQ-213 pod, AN/AAQ-33 Sniper XR

pod, two GBU-12s, two GBU-54 JDAMS,
two GBU-38 JDAMS, a TER-9A and two
BRU-57 Smart Racks to load up with.
By far my biggest problem with
the set, apart for the cleaning up, was
there are no decals for the weapons,
which was quite disappointing. Whilst
picking the Olimp set I also stumbled
across Furball Aero Designs Canopy
Seal Decals #48-062 and Model
Maker Decals Strengthening Plate
Set #CV48001. So, construction began
with the cockpit. The raised detail of
the side consoles needs to be removed
before tacking them in with Tamiya
Extra Thin Cement to allow the Eduard
parts to sit in place. I applied the
rudder pedals and a few details to the
rear bulkhead before priming them
with MRP Black Primer and Microfiller.

Adding more
detailing to the
main gear bay
Adding
etch to the
airbrakes

More etch for the nozzle…

www.phoenixscalepublications.co.uk
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Nieuport XVII Late

SILVER WINGS ‘BLACK HEART’
The unconventional
cockpit breakdown

THIS KIT IS A REALLY GOOD
KIT, THE FIT IS FIRST RATE,
AND IT IS SURPRISINGLY
EASY TO ASSEMBLE

Tim Upson-Smith builds
the 1:32 Copper State Models
Nieuport XVII Late

It’s a shame
to hide all this
lovely detail

SILVER WINGS
‘BLACK HEART’
T

NIEUPORT
XVII LATE

MANUFACTURER:

Copper State
Models
SCALE: 1:32

KIT TYPE: Plastic

injection moulded

KIT NUMBER:

32-002
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his build took somewhat longer
than I intended, as the little
matter of a Global Pandemic,
sapped my modelling mojo and it
took a while to get back into building and
actually finishing models again. I still have
several to finish which I started during
2020, I will get them all done eventually!
But before I begin the build part of the
article I will start as is customary for me with
a quick look at surviving examples of the
Nieuport XVII. Unfortunately, there are no
surviving original N.17s, although the Aviation
Department of the Royal Army Museum in
Brussels, has the only surviving Nieuport 23C1,
which apart from the Vickers machine gun
being placed off the centre line is externally the
same as the N.17. This particular museum is
on my to do list as it houses a number of other
unique survivors. There are several replica N.17s
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flying with modern engines, one of which is a
regular at the Shuttleworth Collection in the
UK, but as ever it is better to use contemporary
photographs of the real aircraft for reference.
These new kits from Copper State Models,
come in fantastic sturdy boxes with superb
artwork, and the contents don’t disappoint
either! Inside the inner top opening box, we
find all of the sprues bagged separately, the
beautiful decal sheet by Cartograf, is bagged at
the bottom of the box under the comprehensive
instruction book. The instructions are printed
to look a bit like a period manual for the
type, which I rather like. They are printed
in colour on a matt feel thick paper which
exudes quality. The new part to be added
in each construction stage is picked out in
blue and named as well as numbered, again
another feature I like, as it helps to learn
about the construction of the real aircraft.

The Le Rhone 9J

So, with first impressions good, let’s
get on with the build. I must confess I
am one of those modellers who rarely
follow the instruction books to closely,
so instead of starting with the cockpit,
I started at Step 65, the Le Rhône 9J
110hp engine. This was assembled
and painted with a coat of Revell Aqua
Colour aluminium. For the induction
pipes I used a copper-coloured paint
pen from a set by GuangNa and I have
to say I was quite impressed with
the results, so much so that all of the
small metallic details in this build
were picked out with various shades
from the set. The engine was then
given various washes from Games
Workshop, Nuln Oil to pick out the
cylinder fins, Seraphim Sepia to
give an oily look and Thraka Green

to give the copper induction pipes a
heated look. At this stage I had also
identified all of the parts on the sprue
which required a wood finish, these
were given a spray of a cream colour
to act as a base for the wood finish.
The parts I had previously sprayed
on the sprue with the cream wood
effect base coat, were given their
acrylic wood colour topcoat. It was at
this stage the very slight mould seam
on the V struts popped out. So, with a
brand-new scalpel I carefully scraped
the seam from the front and back of
the struts re-did the wood effect. As
well as the wood effect each strut has a
multitude of fabric wraps, which need
to be painted in silver dope. These
fabric strengthening’s are raised
mouldings and are quite pronounced

and over-scale. I toyed with the idea
of sanding them back to make them
less pronounced, as if this was a 1/1
scale model the fabric wraps would
be raised up around two centimetres
from the strut whereas in reality you
can barely feel the difference. In the
end though I left them raised as it
made it easier to paint the wrappings
with the silver siler metallic pen.
One thing you will notice
straight away with this kit, is the
unconventional breakdown of the
fuselage. The firewall and the cockpit
wall framework are built up over many
stages as a very complete and detailed
sub-assembly, which is attached to
the bottom wing. This is quite tricky
to assemble, but with care certainly
looks good, it’s just a shame that by
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